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H

oly shit, ya’ll. I never thought I would write these words,
but here I go: this is my last magazine with 1870 Magazine.
It’s been a fun, crazy, chaotic ride, and it’s all coming to a
close for myself. I’ve spent better part of the last two years
putting this together, and I’m going out with a best of bang.
And before we get into all of the results of this month, I wanted to
highlight some of my favorite moments in 1870 history. Hey man, this is
my last editor’s note, and for many of you, this is your last time reading the
magazine as a student at Ohio State. A moment of reflection isn’t just called
for, it’s needed.
Pissing Off Fox And Friends
It all started when I was an intern working on the Halloween issue.
“Let’s make a costume flowchart on how not to be a racist this year,” I
innocently thought. Well, it turns out Fox and Friends (along with Campus
Reform… *Snoop Dogg voice* WHO??) had some real problems with me
saying we shouldn’t culturally appropriate because it’s insensitive. I woke
up one October morning to a cast of Fox and Friends cronies taking my
flowchart to town, and my flowchart was on the front page of the website.
What are the odds Trump saw that? Pretty high if you ask me.
The Food Fight Issue: June 2018
A drunken idea I had before bed turned into a 56-page magazine within
a month—it’s pretty awesome how this job works. More specifically, I love
this issue for two reasons: the cover is a play off of the iconic Muhammad
Ali knockout of Sonny Liston (Dustin Goebel killed it as always), and
The Sundial pitched in to write one of my favorite stories. Their satirical
writers created two fictional characters to make points and counterpoints
for redevelopment on High Street. Long story short, the original version
couldn’t see the light of day for legal reasons, but it’s still hanging in my
office to this day and it’s absolutely hilarious.
The Fashion Issue: March 2019
This was a more recent issue, but it might be my favorite to date. It was
my first approach of doing a photoshoot for the cover, and our incredible
models, Val Veak and Char Westfall, plus our photographer, Brian Kaiser,
knocked this out of the park. I spent the day before driving to some random
ass city to buy a school desk from an orthodox Christian family followed
by spray painting the hell out of the desk with red paint in my unventilated
basement. All together, the cover is eye-catching and powerful, and the
cover package was our best to date.

Photo by Brian Kaiser.

I could fill an entire magazine with my favorite memories. There’s all the
days spent in the office with writers and photographers brainstorming
ideas; messing around at the bars on campus “working” on stories; or
simply taking an hour break to grab lunch with a writer. Even though
this job has probably aged me 15 years, I’m going to miss it. But, I’ve been
sticking around Ohio State’s campus for seven years now and I still don’t
have a doctorate degree, I think it’s time to move on.
Cheers, for the last time

Mitch Hooper
Editor-in-Chief
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SHIT TO DO

5

Living in Columbus means there’s never a shortage
of events to go to, parties to hit up, and musicians
to check out. This list is curated by the editors here
at 1870 Magazine, but we are always on the lookout
for the next must-see event! Have an event you feel
the world must know about? Shoot us an email at
editor@1870mag.com!

OSU Graduation!
The Shoe

Grab your customized cap, colored
tassel, and your flowing black
gown, and get ready for 3 hours in The Shoe
that you won’t ever forget, because you’re
graduating! Congratulations! Make sure not
to fall on your way up to the stage.

7

Hello, Dolly! 5.7(-5.12)
Ohio Theatre | COTA Route: 2

This musical’s latest revival on
Broadway made a splash with Bette
Midler playing the titular role of Dolly. Now a little
bit of Broadway is coming to Columbus with the
touring cast (sans Bette). Find out what happens
in this comedy about a matchmaker who is finally
going after love for herself instead of making it
happen for others.

8

Columbus Crew SC vs. LA Galaxy
Mapfre Stadium | COTA Route: 31

Now that warm weather has finally arrived,
everyone can enjoy attending Crew games
without the snow. Put on your favorite jersey, get some
sunglasses, and go root for Columbus’ favorite soccer team
in the sunshine. We don’t want to think about the possibility
of losing them ever again.

10

Ohio State Buckeyes
Baseball vs. Penn State
Nittany Lions
Bill Davis Stadium

Want to find out how Penn State’s baseball team compares
to their football team? Make your way over to Bill Davis
Stadium on campus (it’s near the Schott) to see how they
do against the Buckeyes. Tickets are cheap—only 8 bucks
for students—so go show Penn State why OSU students
fans are the best.

12
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5.10 Alan Jackson
The Schottenstein Center

Most people know Alan Jackson for his hit “It’s Five O’Clock
Somewhere”, and at this concert he is bringing Five O’clock to
Friday night. Head over to the Schott to experience this Country
Hall of Famer’s full set live. No doubt you’ll get into the summer
mood with some country jams and good company.

5.10 Matty Matheson
A&R Music Bar
COTA Route: 8

Do you like amazing food? Do you like watching amazing food
prepared live by a loud man with tattoos? Then Matty’s show is
where you should be. This YouTube and Viceland star is always
cooking up some of the most delicious and creative dishes, and just
released his own cookbook. Trust us, this will be unlike any (cooking)
show you’ve seen before.

11

P!nk: Beautiful Trauma World
Tour
The Schottenstein Center

So what? P!nk is still a rockstar, and the world
just can’t get enough of her. From her early 2000s hits like
“Get the Party Started” to her more recent song “What
About Us”, P!nk has always been at the top with fans and
the music industry. Columbus is just one stop on this iconic
singer’s world tour, so you won’t want to miss it.
1870mag.COM • MAY 2019 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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11

Hunter Hayes
Express Live! | COTA Route: 8

Everyone knows someone who’s crazy about
Hunter Hayes. This country singer became
popular with his chart-topper “Wanted” and hasn’t left the
spotlight since. He grabbed everyone’s attention by breaking the
record for having the most concerts in a 24-hour period—if that
isn’t dedication to music, we don’t know what is. Get your Hunter
fans together and head over to his show; you never know what
he’ll do next.

12

Columbus Clippers vs.
Syracuse Mets
Huntington Park
COTA Route: 8

It’s finally baseball season, and what better way is there
to enjoy it than supporting your hometown team? Get
your friends together, grab your fan garb, and head over
to Huntington Park. Cheer on the Clippers as you enjoy
specials like Thirsty Thursdays and Brewfest Fridays
under the night lights.

17

A’Keria Chanel Davenport
from RPDR Season 11
Axis Nightclub | COTA Route: 1

If you’ve been watching this season of
RuPaul’s Drag Race, A’Keria Chanel Davenport is one of the
queens you’d want to meet the most. She’s been offering
up all the tea in her personal interview segments and
slaying the runway, so now you can see her perform live.
The performance has a meet and greet beforehand—be
sure to buy your tickets now!

13

(614)’s ColumBEST Extravaganza
Express Live! | COTA Route: 8

Want to experience a taste of all the best things
Columbus has to offer? Then you need to go
(614) Magazine’s ColumBEST Party. You can enjoy samples from top
restaurants while looking through fan favorite brands and businesses.
If you’re searching for new places to go, or just want to be involved in
Columbus culture, this is a great event to explore.

5.17(-5.19) Sonic Temple Art and Music Festival
Mapfre Stadium | COTA Route: 31

Calling all rock lovers, we’ve found a festival just for you! The Sonic
Temple and Art Festival will feature multiple popular rock bands like
Disturbed, Foo Fighters, and Bring Me the Horizon. This festival stands
out with its comedy and spoken word tents that will be hosting people
like Andrew Dice Clay and Tom Morello. Get ready for three days of
nonstop music at Mapfre Stadium.

14
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Komen Columbus
Race for the
Cure 2019
Downtown

Columbus | COTA Route: 1

Breast cancer is a terrible thing, but you can do
something to make a difference. The Komen
Race for the Cure is the largest gathering of
breast cancer support in the country, and
everyone comes together to fundraise for the
future. You can register as a team or as an
individual, so tell your friends about this event
for a great cause and get going!

25

Axis May
Glow Party
Axis Nightclub
COTA Route: 1

Looking for a quick start to your summer
partying fun? Well look no further. Head
over to Axis for the first Glow Party of the
summer months. The glow station drag
painters will have you looking great in
neon and ready for the dance floor. Axis
will bring the black lights if you bring
the party!

26

BrewDog Pups
on the Patio
Short North
COTA Route: 1

You love dogs, and you love beer. Join BrewDog
as they host a meet and greet with adoptable
dogs from local Columbus shelters. Lounge on
the patio and play with some adorable pups
while sipping on a local craft beer—maybe
you’ll even find a new best friend to take home.
What could be better?
1870mag.COM • MAY 2019 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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TRADITION/
YEARLY EVENT
OSU FOOTBALL
VS MICHIGAN
55.4% OF 945 VOTES

We’ve laughed, we’ve cried, but fellow
seniors, we’ve NEVER lost to Michigan
in our time here. Ohio State winning The
Game is about as reliable as the fact that
seniors will always skip classes after 3 p.m.
on Fridays. The seasons pass, the years
roll, but there is one eternal truth: we love
watching Ohio State clobber Michigan.




Carmen Ohio 12.6%
Senior Crawl 10.8%

OSU VS Michigan by David Heasley
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PLACE TO NAP
THE OVAL

42.2% OF 749 VOTES

Grab a blanket and cuddle up: It’s Oval Napping
szn! Here’s to hoping you’re a heavy sleeper or
else the oval preacher and slackliners will wake
you up! Seriously, though: The Oval is the perfect
napping place because you either wake up on
time for class and you’re close enough that you
don’t have to rush OR you sleep through class and
wake up close enough to High Street to go grab
something to eat.




Thompson Library 25.9%
Ohio Union 13.1%

The Oval Also Won
Place To People Watch
37% OF 783 VOTES
 Ohio Union 20.8%
 Midway Patio 14.2%

The Oval & Thompson Library by Jamie Benjamin
The Shoe by David Heasley

STUDY SPOT

OSU LANDMARK

40.7% OF 745 VOTES

27.8% OF 805 VOTES

THOMPSON LIBRARY
Thompson just might be the busiest building on campus, so it makes
sense why it won best study spot. Whether you prefer the silence of
the 11th floor or the hustle-and-bustle of searching on the ground floor
for a seat for 45 minutes, Thompson Library has something for all types
of studiers. Plus, having a coffee shop in the same building never hurts.
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18th Ave Library 18.8%
Ohio Union 9.5%
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THE SHOE

Prophecies foretell that The Shoe is the greatest landmark on campus.
Good thing you all voted in line with that. The Shoe is everyone’s place
to get drunk, scream your head off, catch Onyx on Pokemon Go (anyone
still playing that?), and make some great memories while watching Ohio
State beat up on the rest of the Big Ten. You can say a lot about The Shoe,
but more than anything, it’s a great place to make memories while you’re
at Ohio State.




The Oval 23.4%
Mirror Lake 17.3%
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Elective
To Take (Regardless
OfYour Major)
Wine and Beer in
Western Culture
25.0% of 755 votes

Wine! Beer! College students! What’s not to love?
There’s no greater motivator for college students
than a little alcohol, so whoever created this class
is a damn genius. Just don’t show up to the first
class shitfaced and you should be good — save the
drunkenness for your final project.

w
e

Residence Hall
Smith-Steeb
11.7% of 725 votes

South Campus reigns supreme! Smith-Steeb, full of sophomores who love
going to Bullwinkle’s to grind the night away, won this category by the
thinnest of margins. However, that won’t stop me from declaring that once
and for all, south campus residence halls are superior to any other spot on
campus, and Smeeb is the pinnacle of south campus.
80 W 11th Ave.

w
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Residence On Tenth 11.4%
e Park-Stradley 10.9%
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Chocolate Science 23.0%
Introductory Skydiving 10.6%

NEWCOMER TO CAMPUS
TARGET

47.5% OF 777 VOTES

Ah, Target. Every suburban neighborhood’s wet dream found its way
to campus and immediately embedded itself into all our hearts.
Above all, Target will always be a reliable place to spend money
you don’t need to be spending, and since it’s just a short walk from
campus, we’re sure you’re all draining your pockets on cheap beer
and video games.
1892 N. High St. | target.com




Bird/Lime Scooters 18.9%
Core Life Eatery 8.4%

WAYTO GETAROUND
COTA

31.3% OF 816 VOTES

As a COTA Connoisseur, I’m surprised this category
was so close. Whether you’re grabbing the 1 or 2 to
quickly get from campus to the Short North or you’re
taking a longer trip to downtown or Easton, you can
always rely on COTA. Always two minutes late, but
also always free with your BuckID. Sure as hell beats
paying $12 for an Uber in my opinion.




Uber 30.5%
Smith-Steeb 15.3%

Smith-Steeb, Target, and COTA Photos by
Jamie Benjamin
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Live Music

Newport Music Hall
25.7% of 770 votes

If you’re ever walking on High Street in the evening, you
may have seen long lines snaking from the black doors
of the Newport Music Hall. The Newport is America’s
longest continually running rock club, playing host to
artists new and old, and its standing room allows fans to
get up close and personal with them. So if your favorite
band or artist makes it onto the Newport’s queue, make
sure you attend for a one-of-a-kind experience.
1722 N. High St. | newportmusichall.org

w
e

EXPRESS LIVE! 24.8%
The Schottenstein Center 14.5%

MORE SHIT TO DO •
photo by collins laatsch
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Karaoke Night

Fourth Street bar & Grill
49.3% of 734 votes

Every student on campus knows of the infamous Fourth
Street Bar and their karaoke nights—if you haven’t been
there, the crazy and fun stories will make you want to
be. Their outdoor patio is perfect for sipping on drink
specials in the warm weather with all your friends. Plus,
if you live on east campus, the bar is only a few steps
away from your door.
1810 N. 4th St. | fourthstreetcolumbus.com

w
e

Fitness Studio
RPAC

60.2% of 791 votes

The RPAC has everything anyone could
want: workout equipment, smoothies, and
so much more. With a cardio canyon and
loft, as well as free weights and machines,
there is no shortage of workouts that can
be achieved. If you’re looking for something
new to do besides workout, grab some food
at one (or both) of the two cafes inside,
study at their many tables, or play pingpong with your friends.
337 Annie & John Glenn Ave. |
recsports.osu.edu/facilities

w North Rec 11.4%
e J.O. South 9.1%
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Woody’s Tavern 17.3%
Little Bar 9.3%

MOVIE THEATER

GATEWAY FILM CENTER
61.8% OF 833 VOTES

Gateway Film Center is the closest place to
campus for all your movie viewing needs. This
movie theater offers a student discount with
your BuckID or vouchers at D-Tix in the Union,
so it’s the best deal for a Buckeye’s college
budget. With their recently renovated theaters
and a bar to get your favorite drinks along with
your popcorn, what could be better?
1550 N. High St. | gatewayfilmcenter.org




AMC Lennox 22.8%
AMC Easton Town Center 12.2%

Four Street by Julian Foglietti
RPAC Jamie Benjamin
Gateway Film Center by Megan Leigh Barnard
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Campus Food
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OVERALL RESTAURANT
CONDADO

31.5% OF 1,079 VOTES

If you’ve ever talked about going off-campus for
dinner, odds are Condado was a main contender, if
not the final choice for the group. With tasty and
creative foods and drinks for cheap prices, this place
just has fun, different vibes than most restaurants.
You order oﬀ a ﬁll-in-the-bubble menu to build your
tacos ranging from $3-$5 depending on what you
decide to pile on. Plus their seasonal guacamoles
and quesos are to die for. (If you haven’t tried their
chorizo queso, do it. It will change your life.) Plus, if
you have at least 1k followers on Instagram (not an
unattainable goal at a school as big as ours) you get
a free taco just from posting a picture there! It’s lipsmacking and camera-snapping good.
1227 N. High St. | condadotacos.com




Melt Bar & Grilled 15.2%
Cazuela’s Grill 12.8%

condado Also Won
Best Mexican Restaurant
29.4% OF 1,124 VOTES
 Cazuela’s Grill 26.0%
 El Vaquero 9.6%

Condado by Megan Leigh Barnard

MORE CAMPUS FOOD 
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Healthy eats

northstar cafe
21.4% of 1,907 votes

Shout out to the health nuts out there for blessing us with restaurants
like Northstar. One of the gems of the Short North, Northstar won’t make
your stomach or your moral compass feel like shit after you stuff your
face with their delicious dishes. This place is committed to sustainability
in everything they do, and to date they’ve donated over $250,000 to
organizations committed to sustaining the planet and holding others
accountable for their carbon footprint.
951 N. High St. | thenorthstarcafe.com

w
e

BIBIBOP 18.5%
First Watch 13.9%

FOOD TRUCK

Mikey’s late night slice
33.6% of 1,087 votes

Have you ever noticed that at every food festival in Columbus there’s
always someone walking around holding a fat ass slice of delicious
looking pizza? Follow the scent next time and you’ll find campus’ favorite
food truck, Mikey’s Late Night Slice. This brand can be found in the Short
North, The Old North, and on OSU’s campus if you catch a show at
Newport Music Hall. While they’ll always offer their “classic-ass” pizzas
to customers, every now and then you might find a limited time signature
item (last time I was in Clintonville, I snagged a Hot Chicken Takeover
slice of ‘za). If you’re looking for a place to get blissfully lost in the sauce
(whether that be Unicorn or otherwise), everyone knows Mikey’s is the
place to be. Check out one of their Quick Service locations for the full
food truck experience—pay, eat, leave.
1030 N. High St. | latenightslice.com

w
e
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Thyme and Change 17.1%
The Gyro Guy 11.6%

ASIAN RESTAURANT
BIBIBOP

19.6% OF 1,089 VOTES

Named after the classic Korean dish, bibimbap,
BIBIBOP gives you the create-your-own-meal
experience that seems to be more and more
popular in fast food today. Whether you want
to fill up on energy-giving kale or nap-inducing
potatoes, BIBIBOP is ready with a big bowl to
feast on. Plus, all sauces and a side of miso
soup are free! Don’t forget the yum-yum sauce.
(Protip: Download the app to get a free bowl.)
1778 N. High St. | bibibop.com




Joy’s Village 15.7%
Tai’s 12.9%

Northstar Cafe by Megan Leigh Barnard
BIBIBOP Photo Provided by BIBIBOP
Mikey’s Late Night Slice by Collins Laatsch
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Delivery Service
Tapingo

33.8% of 823 votes

When Tapingo first came to campus a couple years ago, their
big selling point was that you could order your coffee from
a campus cafe and it will be ready by the time you get there.
Since then, Tapingo has pulled through with food delivery
and unique deals every day. Their clear partnership with
Ohio State definitely has some Buckeyes swayed since your
on-campus meal plan and credit card can be saved under the
same account. Tapingo also has a partnership with Chipotle
where you can order something in advance to skip the line,
then walk over when it’s ready at no extra cost. (By the way,
it’s verified pronounced tuh-ping-go, not tap-n-go.)
home.tapingo.com

w
e
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UberEats 22.0%
Postmates 12.4%

DINING HALL

SCOTT COMMONS
26.2% OF 1,113 VOTES

I don’t think this is a surprise to anyone, but the largest
dining hall with the most amount of food options available
on campus won! If I leave any advice behind to the
underclassmen at Ohio State, it would be to donate a swipe
or two to an upperclassmen you admire. Dead serious.
Not only will that person always say yes to free, unlimited
food for an hour, but you’ll make some great connections
with mentors and role models before you graduate. Some
of my fondest undergraduate memories were in this place
before an 8 a.m. lecture with classmates or after a late night
rehearsal with cast mates. There’s always a place to sit, and
always a plate to fill.
160 W. Woodruff Ave. | dining.osu.edu




Sloopy’s 15.3%
Kennedy Commons 14.2%

Tapingo and Scott Commons Photos by
Ari Daring
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pizza

adriatico’s

21.2% of 1,125 votes

For another year, campus’s 38-year old pizzeria takes
the cake (or...pie?) for best pizza. The people at
Adriatico’s just know how to do their job. Toppings are
all cut and prepared in-house, meats are fresh, and
the pizzas are cooked in deck ovens, so you always
know you’re getting something great out of your pizza.
Plus at their new location, there’s more room to sit inhouse and grab one of their 18 beers on tap. This place
is only getting better with age, buckeyes.
1618 Neil Ave. | adriaticososu.com

w
e

Sub/sandwich

melt bar & grilled
25.6% of 1,088 votes

And all the native Clevelanders go wild! Melt truly is an
enigma of restaurants. Their style of cuisine is so uniquely
alternative, but still high quality and artisan. Who else
could get away with mixing creamy jalapeño poppers on a
sandwich with a side of berry preserves? Every sandwich
here is a wacky variation of the classic grilled cheese
sandwich, but at this location, a classic grilled cheese
is elementary, darling. In fact, it’s “Kindergartener”. The
menu isn’t the only unique thing about this place, though.
Shelves and walls are filled with Christmas, Halloween,
and other tacky holiday decor, plus while you wait for your
table you can get lost in the mural of famous Clevelanders
just inside the front doors.
840 N High St. | meltbarandgrilled.com

w
e
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Jimmy John’s 21.6%
Jersey Mike’s 16.3%
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Sicilia Fine Italian Specialties 15.2%
Mikey’s Late Night Slice 10.2%

BURGER

THE CHOP SHOP
21.6% OF 1,112 VOTES

Chop Shop, our local favorite, cleans up this category the way
I’m about to clean up a tin tray of their food after writing this.
The limited menu at Chop Shop implies just how confident
they are in their top-quality burgers. Those buttery buns,
that mountains of fries, and maybe a boozy shake added on
make this All-American big-hitter hit the spot for any college
carnivore. Plus, their partnership with Little Bar makes for a
great night of drinks and drunk feasts. Dig in.
2159 N High St. | chopshop614.com




Five Guys Burgers and Fries 19.4%
The Thurman Cafe 19.2%

WINGS

BUFFALO WILD WINGS
30.3% OF 1,093 VOTES

Known in the state of Ohio as “B-Dubs”, this sports bar
restaurant was born here on Ohio State’s campus! The corner
of Lane Ave. and High St. has always been sentimental and
important to this company, and clearly in the hearts of Ohio
State students as well. With 22 sauces to choose from and
$0.60 boneless wings on Thursdays, who wouldn’t want to
invest their minimum wage paycheck here at the end of a week
of classes? It doesn’t matter how they rebrand in the future, it
looks like the buckeyes will always have b-dubs’ back.
2151 N High St. | buffalowildwings.com




Wings Over 22.3%
Roosters 19.4%

Adriatico’s Photo from 1870’s Photo Archive
The Chop Shop Photo Provided by The Chop Shop
Melt Bar & Grilled Photo Provided by Melt Bar & Grilled
Buffalo Wild Wings Photo Provided by Buffalo Wild Wings
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hangover breakfast
hang over easy
34.4% of 1,112 votes

The only one who could get it done is the place with
the category in the name: Hang Over Easy. Known
as “the perfect place to to cure your hangover—or
to keep the party going”, it’s no surprise this diner
stationed basically on campus on the corner of Neil
and 11th satisfies all kinds of hangover personalities.
If you’re craving carbs trying to hold down the postparty puke, or boldly drinking straight through it,
Hang Over Easy is the place to sit your HOE ass
down and recover or relive the night.
1646 Neil Ave. | hangovereasycolumbus.com

w
e

Buckeye Donuts 15.9%
Waffle House 11.0%

Donuts & sweets
buckeye donuts
68.1% of 1,135 votes

Another win for small businesses here! This 24-hour
donut dreamland is a top pick for students working
on group projects early in the a.m., and RA’s looking
for an incentive to get their residents to come to their
mandatory floor programs. You’ve definitely seen
that familiar white box at some networking event you
signed up for through Handshake. Putting the fresh in
professional development, their donuts are made by
hand twice daily, so when Bulls closes its doors at 2
a.m., you can count on Buckeye Donuts to meet you
on your walk home with donuts or something savory
like gyros, jalapeño poppers, mozzarella sticks, and
whatever else your drunk heart may desire.
1998 N High St. | buckeyedonuts.net

w
e
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Insomnia Cookies 13.7%
Nothing Bundt Cakes 4.8%

ICE CREAM
GRAETER’S

32.8% OF 1,140 VOTES

Ice cream just doesn’t get more classic than Graeter’s. They use a French pot method to make their ice cream, a process that started over 100 years
ago, so you’re basically tasting a little part of history whenever you lick one of their cones. With 23 year-round flavors to choose from and at least one
or two seasonal blends, Graeter’s proves that there’s never a bad time of year for ice cream. Pack up your oﬀ-campus friend’s car or hop on a COTA to
grab a scoop of your childhood in a cone.
2801 N High St. | graeters.com




Jeni’s 27.5%
UDF 14.0%

COFFEE SHOP

FOX IN THE SNOW
18.6% OF 1,119 VOTES

If you haven’t been to Fox in the Snow yourself, you’ve definitely seen it on
your Instagram feed before. OSU voters definitely considered aesthetic as
well as coffee and pastries when voting for this beauty. Even though they
don’t have WiFi, the aroma-filled walls of this renovated garage in Italian
Village are perfect for good conversation and school work that doesn’t
require a laptop. You can unplug in peace because of their white walls, light
wood tables, large windows, and plants everywhere, making days inside
feel like a day in the garden with a great cup of coffee. Plus, they sell cute
laptop stickers. Allllll the laptop stickers.
1031 N Fourth St. | foxinthesnow.com




Starbucks 15.6%
Stauf’s 12.7%
Hang Over Easy, Buckeye Donuts, and Graeter’s Photos
by Collins Laatsch
Fox in the Snow by Brian Kaiser
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late night eats
raising cane’s
21.0% of 1,110 votes

21% is fitting for this pick, because we all know what “Late
Night” means. This is definitely where I’m whining to drag
my friends to at 1 a.m. post-Midway. I almost have more
respect for locations that offer less menu items, because their
reputation is riding on that one house item. Cane’s absolutely
nails the foods they make: chicken, fries, Texas toast, and
that sauce. (I’m not going to mention coleslaw because who
goes to Cane’s thinking of the coleslaw primarily?) Whenever
non-OSU friends come visit campus, Cane’s is always the
place you know you have to take them to if they haven’t had it
before. And definitely take them drunk.
10 E 11th Ave. | raisingcanes.com

e

w Buckeye Donuts 12.5%
Sicilia Fine Italian Specialties 8.1%

quick lunch
chick-fil-a

14.9% of 1,113 votes

This newcomer to campus clearly won over the hearts
of Buckeyes quickly, because this bad boy just opened in
August. What makes your heart melt more, the taste of
sweet Chick-Fil-A sauce or the way the workers look deep
into your eyes when they say, “My Pleasure”? With just a
measly 0.03% ahead of Chipotle, last year’s winner, the
infatuation of this place is strong. But will the love hold out
through to next year?
1924 N. High St. | chick-fil-a.com

w
e
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Chipotle Mexican Grill 14.6%
Raising Cane’s 8.9%

BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL
17.0% OF 1,089 VOTES

The O.G. who changed the name of fast food to something that
could be fresh, completely unfrozen, and healthy (if you build
your burrito that way), wins again in this category. No, the
prices aren’t as low as McDonald’s, but if you want something
that tastes like real food for under $10, everyone knows
Chipotle is the way to go. This place is so popular they had to
build a second location on campus this year. Now you can get
great food, great price, and great wait time. What more can
you ask for?
1726 N High St. | chipotle.com




Raising Cane’s 14.6%
BIBIBOP 10.0%

BAR FOOD

ETHYL & TANK
24.3% OF 1,082 VOTES

With a different food and drink special every day, no day of the
week is a bad day to hit up Ethyl & Tank. This bar feels like the
most non-campus bar on campus because of it’s clean, adult
vibes and impressive menu. You can get trashed here on a
Saturday night and also sit through a nice brunch with Mom on
Sunday. Plus, this bar simply never stops flexing. They’ve had a
great menu for years but they come back every semester with
new drinks, new entrees, and this year they’ve even introduced
new glasses. Hats off to Ethyl & Tank.
19 E 13th Ave. | ethylandtank.com




Buffalo Wild Wings 18.5%
Chumley’s 14.4%

ethyl & tank Also Won
Best trivia night
18.2% OF 714 VOTES
 Leo’s on the Alley 14.3%
 Woody’s Tavern 11.5%

Raising Cane’s Photo by Collins Laatsch
Chipotle Photo Provided by Chipotle
Chick-Fil-A Photo Provided by Chick-Fil-A
Ethyl & Tank from 1870 Photo Archive
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Bars and booze

MORE bars and booze •
38
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Bartender

Andrew Savage
(write-in)
Three’s Above High
Regardless if you’re stopping in
Three’s before starting your night, or
capping off the night with a bottle of
champagne, Andrew Savage has been
the guy behind the bar supplying the
spirits. And if you’ve ever hoped to
return the favor on him for all those
tidal waves he’s hit you with, our
writer got him back one time—for the
sake of campus. Thanks for all you do,
Andrew! We’d buy you a drink but we
spent all our money at Three’s.

w Jake Binegar, Threes Above High
e Noah Haney, Ethyl and Tank

photo by collins laatsch
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BAR PATIO

THE O PATIO AND PUB
14.8% OF 748 VOTES

Gone but never forgotten, we remember The O’s patio. A true icon of
15th Ave., it was always packed with people skipping class to go to
Beat the Clock or huddling around the ﬁre pit on a cold night. Clearly
we have not found a better patio—I mean the bar is a literal pit in the
ground and they still won.
12 E 15th Ave. (former location) | twitter.com/opatiopubcbus

 Out-R-Inn 14.3%
 Cazuela’s Grill 12.4%
The O Patio and Pub Photo by Julian Foglietti
Three’s Above High Photo by Collins Laastch

CAMPUS BAR

THREES ABOVE HIGH ALSO WON

19.5% OF 766 VOTES

27.4% OF 844 VOTES

THREES ABOVE HIGH
Threes Above High’s slogan is, “Cheap beer. Cheaper booze. Brash live
musicians. Decent food.” They know who they are and they own it. The
crew is awesome and always seem to genuinely enjoy their jobs. Some
consider it the last “real” dive bar left on campus, and the atmosphere
sure does prove it.
2203 N High St. | threesabovehigh.com

 Out-R-Inn 19.1%
 Ethyl & Tank 12.3%

BARTENDING CREW




Out-R-Inn 12.3%
Ethyl & Tank 11.1%

DIVE BAR
30.6% OF 768 VOTES




Out-R-Inn 20.1%
Lucky’s Stout House 13.0%

HAPPY HOUR
13.1% OF 734 VOTES
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Ethyl & Tank 11.6%
Lucky’s Stout House 11.2%

41

Sports Bar
Chumley’s

45.8% of 745 votes

TV’s everywhere you look, soft pretzel sticks with 3 dipping sauces
(one of the best game time appetizers), and Schooner night two
times a week. It’s no wonder Chumley’s got best sports bar even if
it’s deep on south campus. Bdubs just can’t compete with the deals
that Chums dishes out, better luck next year.
1516 N High St. | twitter.com/chumleysosu

w Buffalo Wild Wings 11.8%
e Fourth Street Bar & Grill 10.5%

Arcade/Pool Bar
Out-R-Inn

32.6% of 771 votes

Out-R-Inn is a beloved staple of Ohio State’s
campus. For some reason, playing pool here
hits different than all the other bars. Even
though they only have two pool tables, if you
can get there early, or if you are lucky enough,
to get a turn on a busy Saturday night you’re in
for an entertaining night.
20 Frambes Ave. | twitter.com/outrinn

w
e

Game Day Bar

Midway On High
20.8% of 746 votes

The energy at Midway on football Saturdays is hard to hate.
Morning or night, win or lose, you can find it packed with fans
slugging cheap drinks. There’s no better way to celebrate game day
than surrounded by half the student body chanting “Fuck you, Penn
State” (whether or not we actually played them that day).
1728 N High St. | twitter.com/midwayonhigh

w Out-R-Inn 13.9%
e Threes Above High 12.2%
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Old North Arcade 19.5%
PINS Mechanical 18.5%

LGBTQIA+ BAR
UNION CAFÉ
49.4% OF 701 VOTES

The Long Island queens have come out on top
again! With drinks like these nobody is going
to have any enemies. If it’s home to Nina West
and Virginia West, you know it’s a great spot.
728 N High St. | columbusnightlife.com




Axis Nightclub 38.2%
Level (now Monarch) 6.7%

Chumley’s and Out-R-Inn Photos by Collins Laatsch
Union Cafe Photo by Megan Leigh Barnard
Midway On High Photo by Julian Foglietti
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Dance
Club

Bullwinkles
28.8% of 768 votes

The people have spoken. The allure of the giant
bullhead continues to hypnotize us into letting
out our inner heathen for a night of drinking
and most importantly, dancing. It’s the favorite
place for campus to really get down and
dirty. Emphasis on the dirty to all the dancers
grinding everything except gears out on the
floor. Just remember to have fun and stay safe
matadores.
1770 N High St. |
twitter.com/bullwinklescbus

w
e
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Midway 19.4%
Axis Nightclub 15.2%
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BEST BEER
SELECTION
PINT HOUSE

19.6% OF 705 VOTES

The inside of Pint House is huge, probably
because it has such a huge beer list. 75
different options, to be exact. If you’re not
a beer person, I promise you’ll find a beer
that you like here. This hotspot understands
that Columbus is a diverse community
that deserves diverse flavors, and gives all
tastebuds an equal opportunity to tingle.
780 N High St | shortnorthpinthouse.com




Chumley’s 15.7%
This District Pourhouse 14.0%

OFF-CAMPUS BAR
FOOD HALL

18.9% OF 748 VOTES

If you haven’t been to Food Hall, imagine an
adult Bullwinkle’s with a little more class and
a lot less 18-year-olds. Food Hall is undeniably
fun with its bright, multi-colored lights, loud
music and music videos playing on flatscreen
TV’s all around. You can dance, sit, drink and
eat food from a selection of their four different
menus. The line is usually out the door on a
Friday or Saturday night and with good reason.
1112 N High St. | shortnorthfoodhall.com




Standard Hall 16.7%
PINS Mechanical 7.4%

Bullwinkles Photo from 1870 Photo Archive
The Pint House Photo by Brian Kaiser
Food Hall Photo by Collins Laatsch
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PEOPLE OF CAMPUS

OSU SOCIALITE
BRUTUS BUCKEYE
(WRITE IN)

MORE CAMPUS LIFE 

Brutus Buckeye is always around to
brighten up everyone’s day. From dancing
at halftime shows to punching his own
head while running through campus,
there is no way you haven’t seen Brutus.
His silly demeanor is enough to capture
anyone’s heart, and makes him popular
wherever he may be hanging out—
sometimes he may even hop into your car
at a stoplight or crosswalk.

Brutus Buckeye Photo by David Heasley
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Student Organization
OSU Oval Dogs
100.0% of 619 votes

There’s no denying it here: everyone on campus loves
the OSU Oval Dogs. There was literally no second or
third place for the award this year, because all 619
votes went straight to them. These cute dogs brighten
up anyone who is on the Oval’s day, whether they are
laying on Oval Beach or just passing through, there are
dogs guaranteed to be playing together as long as it’s
nice and warm out.

OSU Celebrity
Urban Meyer

34.7% of 944 votes

He may no longer be OSU’s head football coach, but no
one on campus loves Urban Meyer any less. We have him
to thank for so many legendary Buckeye wins these last
few years, and many celebratory nights after. Now you
can try and get into Urban’s class at OSU to witness his
teaching skills in action, and maybe get his autograph in
the process.

w Brutus 28.0%
e Afroduck 14.4%

Male Athlete

Dwayne Haskins, QB Football
(Write in)
17.2% of 725 votes

Haskins amazed us all when he took over for JT Barrett when
he was injured during the 2017 Michigan game. He continued
to wow us this past year with all of his football wins, including
another win against Michigan. This Heisman Trophy candidate
captured everyone’s attention and fanfare, and though we wish
him the best in the NFL (where he certainly deserves to be), we
will never forget what he accomplished at OSU.

48
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FEMALE ATHLETE

EMMA MALTAIS, HOCKEY
(WRITE IN)
Emma Maltais has a whole list of
accomplishments and awards as a hockey
player here at OSU, and now she can add
favorite female athlete to it. She won the
WCHA Rookie of the Year award in 2018, and
she was the Team Points Leader for the 201718 and 2018-19 seasons. As a sophomore she
appeared in all 35 hockey games; there’s no
stopping her from going anywhere but up as
an athlete.

OSU Oval Dogs by Chloe Miesner
Urban Meyer, Dwayne Haskins, & Emma Maltais by David Heasley
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Professor

Marc Smith (Write in)
Another year, another win for professor
“Marky Marc”. Even though his reviews on
RateMyProfessors.com say you have to
work hard to do well in his classes, nobody is
complaining. In fact, most of the reviews say
how Marc Smith is their favorite professor and
that his courses are organized very well. For
those of us who don’t need to take accounting,
we can only imagine the great class(es) we are
missing out on.

Student Solo
Musician/Band

TBDBITL

61.8% of 868 votes

TBDBITL is everyone’s favorite musical
organization on campus yet again, as they
have been for many years in a row. And
again, we wonder if we should retire them
or let them see how many continuous
years they can keep their crown and sit on
their throne. They are truly the best damn
band in the land, and students on campus
(and all Buckeye fans) obviously agree.

w
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University Band 8.8%
e Buck That! 4.4%
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DJ

DJ CHANG
52.3% OF 667 VOTES

From house to bass to 2000s
throwbacks, there’s no question Chang
knows how to throw down. He has
become a household name at OSU and
is a favorite in the campus bar scene.
Whether he’s DJing at Midway all night
or opening for some of the biggest
names in EDM, his familiar face is sure
to play all your favorites.



DJ Leek 47.7%

SORORITY (PHA)
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
19.1% OF 719 VOTES

The Alpha Omicron chapter of Alpha Chi Omega has been on OSU’s campus
since 1923. These women are held to high standards of character, leadership,
academic achievement, personal development, and ﬁnancial responsibility, and
it shows. Whether they’re raising money for Domestic Violence Awareness or
rocking their scarlet and olive green colors on campus, it is obvious that Alpha
Chi is made up of Real Strong Women.




Delta Delta Delta 9.5%
Alpha Phi 7.8%

Marc Smith Photo Provided
Alpha Chi Omega Photo by Jamie Benjamin
TBDBITL Photo by David Heasley
DJ Chang Photo by Collins Laatsch
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Frat (IFC)

Delta Sigma Phi
8.0% of 779 votes

Delta Sigma Phi was founded in 1920 with the goal to try and redefine
fraternity. These brothers dedicate themselves to three core values: Culture,
Harmony, and Friendship, and are always striving to make positive differences
in their communities and others’ lives. The American Red Cross is the national
philanthropy of this fraternity, so you can see their members at fundraisers
and blood drives.

w
e

Beta Theta Pi 5.4%
Phi Gamma Delta 4.6%

Frat (MCGC)
Pi Delta Psi

18.7% of 507 votes

Pi Delta Psi has been promoting Asian brotherhood on Ohio State’s campus
before they were even established in 2000. Their motto is “Excellence
Through Brotherhood” and they have been sticking to it as they overcome
anything that stands in their way, even discrimination. They are more unified
together, and this support has helped pave the way for their success in cultural
awareness and friendship.

w Alpha Psi Lambda 17.8%
e Omega Tau Zeta 13.2%
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FRAT (NPHC)

ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
27.1% OF 638 VOTES

Alpha Kappa Alpha is probably best
known for their bright pink and green
colors they wear that stand out wherever
they may be on campus. The current
chapters are best known for winning
awards like Challenging the Process
Award, Academic Excellence for Highest
GPA, and an award similar but more
prestigious than ours, the William H.
Chapter of the year award. They have
been achieving excellence at Ohio State
since 1921, and have only continued to
progress forward.




Kappa Alpha Psi 15.2%
Omega Psi Phi 15.2%

Delta Sigma Phi Photo Provided by Delta Sigma Phi
Pi Delta Psi Photo Provided by Pi Delta Psi
Alpha Kappa Alpha Photo Provided by Alpha Kappa Alpha
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Style

Thrift
Shop

Goodwill
32.7% of 802 votes

If you’re ballin’ on a budget and need the
perfect Hawaiian shirt for this weekend day
drink, Goodwill is sure to have what you’re
looking for. No matter what the occasion, you
can easily spend hours browsing through their
large selection—look hard enough and you
might find a hidden gem.
2550 N High St. | goodwill.org

w
e
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Out of the Closet 18.0%
Rag-O-Rama 15.7%
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CLOTHING
STORE

TATTOO
PARLOR

23.7% OF 806 VOTES

76.2% OF 728 VOTES

HOMAGE

Whatever your team, Homage has a style that
you’ll love to rep at the next game. Shop instore for your local favorites, like CBJ and the
Buckeyes, or online for your hometown pride.
Oh, and be sure to check out their new Game
of Thrones line. Releasing a new shirt for each
episode, you don’t want to miss out on these
one-of-a-kind super soft tees. Winter is here
people.
783 N High St. | homage.com




Clothing Underground 18.5%
Goodwill 13.3%

EVOLVED BODY ART
Your college years are a time to experience life
on your own, make memories, and be a little
rebellious while doing it. Evolved Body Art’s
incredibly talented artists will work with you to
create the perfect tattoo that will never let you
forget your time at OSU. Whether your new ink
has a deeper meaning or was just for the hell of
it, Evolved will be sure to give you exactly what
you imagined.
2520 Summit St. | evolvedbodyart.com




Defining Skin 7.6%
Fate Tattoo 6.9%

Goodwill Photo Provided by Goodwill
Homage Photo by Collins Laatsch
Evolved Body Art Photo by Brian Kaiser
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